
Go to the Queensland Future Climate Dashboard webpage by typing ‘Queensland future climate dashboard’ in 
Google search engine, then choosing  https://www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au/qld-future-climate/dashboard/.  
You will land on this webpage:

In this exercise, you will use this tool to investigate:

If we continue to increase our greenhouse gas emissions, how much is 
precipitation likely to change in 2070 in the Isaac region of Queensland?

Projections of future climate change
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The location of the Isaac region is shown below Click on the Isaac region, and select the appropriate settings on the 
map (i.e. Variable, Season, and Year). Choose the RCP8.5 scenario which assumes that greenhouse gas emissions 
will continue to rise in the future. You should see the following map on your screen: 

You will examine the predicted changes in Autumn precipitation in Isaac. Click in the top right panel at any data value 
for Autumn, a new panel will pop up showing predictions from 11 climate models. Use the displayed information to 
answer the following questions. You may use a scientific calculator.

1. How much change in precipitation does the model ACCESS1-3Q predict? 

2.  What is the largest predicted change in Autumn precipitation?  
Which model predicts this change?

3.  What is the lowest predicted change in Autumn precipitation?  
Which model predicts this change?

4. Calculate the range of predicted change in Autumn precipitation. 
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5.  Find the median, the first (Q1) and the third (Q3) quartiles of the predicted changes in 
Autumn precipitation.

6.  On average, do the models predict an increase or a decrease in future Autumn 
precipitation? Hint: Notice that the mean model prediction is given.

7. Do the data have outliers? 

8. Summarise the data with a box plot.

9.  Calculate the standard deviation (σ) of the data. Round your answer to  
2 decimal places.

10.  Which of the following statements is correct about our level of confidence that rainfall 
will decrease in Autumn?

a.  High confidence. Both the median and the mean are negative, hence we are 
very confident that rainfall will decrease in Autumn in the future.

b. High confidence. The spread in model predictions is very small.

c.  Low confidence. The mean change is close to zero and the spread is large. 
Consequently, the model predictions include both large increases and  
large decreases.
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